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Abstract. Promising results have indicated Argumentation Theory as a solid research area for implementing defeasible reasoning in practice. However, applications are usually domain dependent, not incorporating all the layers and steps required in an argumentation process, thus limiting their applicability in different areas. This PhD project is focused on the development of a multi-layer defeasible argument-based framework which is in turn used across different applications in the fields of decision making and knowledge representation and reasoning. The inference produced is compared against the inference of different quantitative theories of reasoning under uncertainty such as expert systems and fuzzy logic. The main contribution expected in this doctoral research is the demonstration of the inferential capacity of defeasible reasoning, implemented through computational Argumentation Theory.
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1 Introduction

Argumentation theory (AT) is an important area of logic-based artificial intelligence, which present the basis for computational models of defeasible reasoning. Despite promising progresses have been made in several areas, demonstrating AT as a solid theoretical research discipline for implementing defeasible reasoning in practice, there are issues for applied research [2]. State-of-the-art models of AT are usually domain dependent, not often built upon the layers of an argumentative process as proposed in [16]. Due to this diversity, a clear structure that can be replicated and that allows models to be designed, built, evaluated and compared has not emerged yet. The aim of this research is to design an argument-based framework (ABF), from the construction of arguments, to the resolution of possible inconsistencies arising from their interactions and the computation of a justifiable conclusion or claim. This ABF is proposed to be evaluated across practical applications in the fields of knowledge representation and decision-making. In this study it is believed that since AT is a relatively new field the proposal of
a more generally applicable solution, in the form of a computational framework, might facilitate comparisons across applications and enable the demonstration of the impact of defeasible reasoning.

2 Overview on defeasible reasoning and argumentation

In formal logics a defeasible concept is built upon a set of interactive pieces of evidence that can become defeated by additional reasons. In other words, reasoning is defeasible when the relationship between argument’s premises and conclusions is a tentative one, that can be retracted in the light of new information. Efforts have been made within the field of Artificial Intelligence to perform and analyse the act of reasoning defeasibly. Argumentation Theory is a computational approach that investigates how arguments can be represented, supported or discarded in a reasoning process and at the same time examines the validity of the conclusion reached. It has been widely employed in the field of Artificial Intelligence for modelling defeasible and non-monotonic reasoning [8]. The process of argumentation towards the achievement of a justifiable conclusion, as emerged from theoretical works of AT, can be broken down into different layers [16] as depicted in figure 1. Table 1 summarizes the possible works and configurations for this 5-layer schema.

![Fig. 1: Five layers upon which argumentation systems are generally built](image)

Table 1: Possible works and configurations for each layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer 1</th>
<th>Layer 2</th>
<th>Layer 3</th>
<th>Layer 4</th>
<th>Layer 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

AT has been used in several areas such as negotiation logic programming and practical reasoning [2] as well as for knowledge representation and decision-making [23, 16]. In this research we specifically focus on the application of AT
in the fields of decision-making and knowledge representation and reasoning. Examples include the decision-making under uncertainty that often occur in health-care and medicine, where medical diagnosis, treatment efficacy or outcomes need to be evaluated [12, 5] and the formal representation of ill-defined constructs such as mental workload [15] and computational trust [6, 19].

3 Quantitative theories of reasoning under uncertainty

Uncertainty is unavoidable in many real-world domains. Sources of this uncertainty might include incomplete, imprecise and unreliable knowledge. Besides defeasible reasoning, many formalisms exist in the field of Artificial Intelligence for dealing with quantitative reasoning under uncertainty, such as Probability calculus and its variations: Possibility Theory and Imprecise Probabilities, Dempster-Shafer Theory and Multi-values Logics like Fuzzy Logics. In order to demonstrate the impact of defeasible reasoning in real-world data, as many as possible comparisons with such formalisms should be carried out [2]. However, having in mind our research constraints with data and time, two approaches were selected for comparison purposes: expert systems [10] and fuzzy logic [14]. These are likely suited for the proposed domains of application (section 2), which are knowledge-base driven, and can indicate whether or not defeasible reasoning is a promising avenue for dealing with decision-making and knowledge representation and reasoning under uncertainty.

4 Problem statement

The aim of this doctoral research is to design, develop and evaluate a multi-layer argument-based framework that includes the stages for knowledge representation, its elicitation, and final inference as suggested in [15] (figure 1). The particular research question is: To what extent can a multi-layer argument-based framework, built upon Argumentation Theory, offer enhancements in the domains of decision-making and knowledge representation when compared to other approaches for reasoning under uncertainty? In order to answer the RQ a set of objectives are defined:

1. To review and evaluate the state-of-the-art on argumentation theory and the works that make use of some of the 5-layers schema proposed.
2. To design a multi-layer defeasible argument-based framework that includes the layers suggested in the literature [15] and depicted in figure 1;
3. To implement such a framework employing modern web-based technologies to facilitate its use across different fields by different practitioners;
4. To adopt the framework for building and evaluating models for a selection of decision-making and knowledge representation problems, including medical diagnosis, mental workload modelling and trust inferences;
5. To evaluate the inferences generated by the framework and compare them against the ones produced by some of the existing approaches for handling uncertainty.
The research hypothesis is that the inferences produced by models built upon this framework can enhance decision-making and knowledge representation as compared to a selection of techniques for representing, reasoning over and handling uncertainty, in this case, fuzzy logic and expert systems. Furthermore, since the 5-layer schema has to be defined for each argument model, it is also expected that different models will indicate not only if an enhancement is possible but also which step in the argumentation process is likely responsible for these results.

Comparative metrics have to be defined to enable the comparison among different reasoning models. Some applications might provide a ground truth, for instance in the medical diagnosis domain when the correct treatment or outcome is already known or in the computational trust domain when the trustworthiness of an entity is previously known. In this case it is possible to compare the accuracy of the inference made by distinct models. Other subjective comparative metrics are borrowed from the fields of psychology and statistics. These include sensitivity, validity, diagnosticity and others [11, 22]. The use of a reasonable range of metrics is expected, however, some of them rely on the available data and field of application, thus are not guaranteed to be employed.

5 Current state and future work

Many studies indicated AT potential for supporting decision-making, enhancing knowledge representation and performing defeasible inferences. For instance, in the domain of health-care there are several papers which make use of argumentation [12, 20]. Some of them tackle all the 5 layers described in section 2, suggesting available approaches for each step in the situation being solved [13]. In the case of knowledge representation and reasoning, more specific mental workload and computational trust, little work exists that applies AT as solution approach [6, 19, 15]. To the best of our knowledge, it was not possible to find a study capable of evaluating the practical impact of defeasible reasoning and AT on different domains of application. In fact, Bench-Capon and Dunne [2] suggests the application of AT in practical fields as one of the challenges in respect to the general deployment of argumentation technology. Thus, the design and implementation of a multi-layer defeasible argument-based framework was carried out. Table 2 lists experiments performed and to be performed. The goal is to cover three different domains under three different approaches. So far objectives 1 to 3 (section 4) have been concluded while objectives 4 and 5 are expected to be achieved at the end of the experiments. Datasets for MWL measurement have been collected in the Dublin Institute of Technology for master and PhD students for tasks of varying difficulty. Under the medical diagnosis domain a knowledge-base is being constructed in conjunction with an expert in the field for the inference of mortality risk in an elderly population. Finally, experiments on computational trust have been planned with the Wikipedia database available at https://dumps.wikimedia.org/.
Table 2: Set up of experiments to be performed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Approaches for reasoning under uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defeasible Reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWL</td>
<td>On progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical diagnosis</td>
<td>On progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>To be done</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objective 4 (section 4) | Objective 5 (section 4)

6 Concluding remarks and expected contributions

Some of the theoretical factors that make defeasible reasoning appealing are the lack of statistics or probability for inference, being this close to the way humans reason under uncertainty and the capacity to lead to explanatory reasoning. The major problem of implementing defeasible reasoning through AT is the lack of applications for abstract argumentation, mainly because it is a tool for symbolic reasoning, rather than quantitative, and research trying to add quantitative approaches to argumentation semantics are still at early stage. The main contribution expected in this doctoral research is the demonstration of the inferential capacity of defeasible reasoning, implemented through computational Argumentation Theory, when compared to other techniques for inference in the field of Artificial Intelligence.
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